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Stigmatizing language: language that assigns negative labels,
stereotypes, and judgment to certain groups of people

Implicit Bias: Unconscious mental process that stimulates negative
attitudes and opinions about people outside one’s own “in group” and
positive attitude or beliefs about people recognized inside one’s own “in
group.” 

unconsciously influence one’s understanding and decision-making

leads to discrimination against people not of one’s own group

Evident in a Physician's use of stigmatizing language

Health care providers may be more likely to downplay or ignore concerns of
marginalized patients during & after clinical encounters

Background



Forms of Stigmatizing Language



Forms of Stigmatizing Language

600 notes were found to
have negative and/or positive
expressions 



Significance



Stigma 
Influences mental health outcomes
Social relationships
Psychological and behavioral responses
Stress

Causes social isolation

Increases risk of poor health outcomes and denial of adequate
treatment

Reinforces health inequities among stigmatized and
disadvantaged groups

Puts patients at higher risk of distrusting their physician and
consequently disengaging from their care

Significance



Clinicians are more likely
to indicate disbelief or
lack of confidence in
patient credibility in the
medical records of
Black patients 

Significance



Residents and medical students who were exposed to stigmatizing
language were more likely to have less aggressive pain management and

more negative attitudes towards patients

Significance
Transmission of Bias



‣

To determine whether patient characteristics are
associated with questioning patient credibility within
admission notes

Aims



Methods



publicly available dataset from
clinical notes
Beth Israel Deaconess

Obtained snippets from MIMIC lll
Database 

Each snippet contained a term
associated with stigmatized
language

Denies

 He states he drinks wine only
on the weekends and denies
other recreational drug use. 

Patient denied abdominal
pain. 

 

Reportedly

She reportedly had abrupt
onset of nausea, belching,

sweating.

 Patient was reportedly
asymptomatic

 

Claims 

She claims that her last drink
was 3 weeks ago.

 Per report, patient claims
he "fell on the kitchen knife.”

 



Rated each snippet, based on a set of guidelines, of whether or not the
snippet was biased against the patient / stigmatized the patient 

Identifying Stigma

Clinician's perspective of how a
patient describes their symptoms,
behaviors, and
adherence/response to treatment
Lack of confidence in the
certainty of a patient’s symptoms
and adherence to treatment

Included (rated as 1):

Clinician's perspective of how
anyone (family, friends, etc.) other
than the patient describes the
patients symptoms

Words that refer to prior history of
notes, medical condition, and
acceptance/refusal of treatment
and/or procedures

Not Included (rated as 0):



Any disbelief:
Complains

 Denies
 Endorses

 Notes
Reports 

Says
States

Tells
 Claims
Insists 

Apparently

Any evidential word
(Reporting Words):

Complains 
Denies 

Endorses 
Notes 

Reports 
Says

States 
Tells

Any Epistemic
Modal:
Claims 
Insists 

Apparently



Associations with Patient
Characteristics

Age

Gender

Race
Non-Hispanic White 
Non-Hispanic Black 
 Hispanic 
Asian/Pacific Islander
 Other 
Unknown/Not Specified 

Religion   
Non-Christian
Christian
Unknown/Not Specified

Marital Status
Single
Married/Life Partner
Widowed
Divorced/Separated

Language
English
Not English
Missing

Insurance   
Private Pay/Self Pay
Medicaid
Medicare
Government

Admission Location
ER
Transfer
Clinical/Physician Referrals

Discharge Location
Home/HHC
 Facility
AMA
 Hospice
Expired



Findings - Any Disbelief

Yellow = Smaller Difference 
Green = Larger Difference



Findings - Any Evidence

Yellow = Smaller Difference 
Green = Larger Difference



Findings - Any Epistemic Modal Yellow = Smaller Difference 
Green = Larger Difference



Rating snippets 

 Data Cleaning Via
coding

Analyzing data (compare the
distributions of patient characteristics

across stigmatizing words)

My Role



Takeaways

Coding/Using stata

Understanding medical notes 

Research is a lot of trial and
error - perseverance is essential

Don’t be afraid to ask “dumb”
questions 
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